OPIS Refinery Maintenance Report

Gain greater insight into fuel production and make better supply decisions with a complete, current listing of refinery maintenance across the U.S.

The OPIS Refinery Maintenance Report is a PADD-by-PADD summary of all planned and unplanned U.S. operational events, updated as units go offline or come back on.

Market Challenge
Timely and detailed information about refinery unit outages is critical for fuel marketers, but difficult to track due to the proprietary nature of refinery operational status. This is especially true during accidents or severe weather events that create unexpected supply constraints. Unit outages can force refiners into the spot market to cover supply, which can affect regional pricing dynamics.

How We Help
In easy-to-read PDF format, the OPIS Refinery Maintenance Report provides timely discovery and analysis of planned maintenance and unplanned events influencing refinery production and the domestic fuel supply.

Benefits
— Plan for potential shortages with real-time outage notifications and accurate repair timeframes
— Receive email updates as soon as units go offline/online
— Find data quickly in a single, concise report, organized by PADD
— Understand the market impact of outages with expert analysis across the fuel supply chain

For more information, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com